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 Discover new moves, techniques, and hidden items as you travel through a diverse world with no compromises! A refreshing
Kung Fu Master game without the frustration. Take on the role of Master Bheem as he travels through a fantasy world known as

the Celestial Land of Green Jade Mountain. You must solve puzzles and fight vicious enemies to find the way back to your
home. Collect magic stones as you explore all the levels to discover hidden items and upgrade your moves. Master Bheem has

been summoned by the Master of Shaolin Temple to help reclaim a temple that was seized by a villainous sorcerer. With nothing
but a handful of moves at his disposal, it will be up to him to finish off the enemies and destroy the sorcerer's army.

FEATURES: • Take on the role of Master Bheem, a Shaolin Kung Fu Master with nothing but his Shaolin moves at his disposal.
• Journey through the Celestial Land of Green Jade Mountain. Explore all the levels to find secrets and hidden items. • Attack
and dodge enemy attacks while you protect your health by performing defense moves. • Upgrade moves to become stronger

than ever. • Fight the evil sorcerer and his army of evil minions. • Battle the levels one by one with a total of 50 levels to
complete. • Beat each level to advance to the next. • Master moves to explore a new land and defeat enemies. • Master Bheem
has been summoned by the Master of Shaolin Temple to help reclaim a temple that was seized by a villainous sorcerer. Visit

Amazon.com to purchase the original Bheem kung fu games for your iOS and Android devices. Bheem 2 is a free, ad-supported
version of the original game. Some features, such as sound effects, may not be available in this version. * * * We are excited

about the new Bheem 2 game and welcome any and all comments and suggestions. If you would like to share your opinion about
our games, please email us at bheem@kongregate.com or visit us at www.bheem.com. You can view or reply to this email in

your account at For help and support, email bheem@kongregate.com or visit us at www. 82157476af
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